Latino

Non-fiction

Hispanic-American Almanac
305.868 Hispanic

This is a thorough reference book covering people of the U.S. whose ancestors come from Mexico,
Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Central America.

Havana Nocturne: how the mob owned Cuba – and then lost it to the
revolution
364.106 ENGLISH

In the 1950s, the Mob owned Havana's biggest luxury hotels and casinos, launching an
unprecedented tourism boom but Mob dreams collided with those of Fidel Castro.

Daisy: morning, noon and night: bringing your family together with everyday Latin dishes
641.598 MARTINEZ

Martinez—star of the Food Network's Viva Daisy!—draws from her own Puerto Rican traditions as well as her journeys to
Spanish-speaking countries for her recipes.

Latin American Artists of the Twentieth Century
709.8 LATIN

Documenting an exhibition at Manhattan's Museum of Modern Art, 14 scholars and critics discuss the political and social pictures
of the featured Latin American artists.

The Crafty Chica Collection: Beautiful Ideas for Crafts, Home Decorations and Shrines from the
Queen of Latina Style
745.5 CANO-MURILLO

The projects include everything from party gear to home decorations; garden accessories to gifts; and shrines to jewelry.

Mexican muralists: Orozco, Rivera, Siqueiros
751 ROCHFORT

Chronicles the most prominent figures of the Mexican mural movement, which was hailed as the most significant achievement in
public art of the 20th century.

The Book of Salsa: A Chronicle of Urban Music from the Caribbean to New York City
781.64 RONDON

This comprehensive chronicle traces salsa's evolution, beginning with the 1940s merger of jazz and Cuban rhythms and crossing
continents, from New York City to Venezuela.

Sudden Fiction Latino: Short-Short Stories from the United
States and Latin America
813 SUDDEN

For readers who love great short-short stories, this bountiful anthology is the
best of Latin American and U.S. Latino writers.

The FSG Book of Twentieth-Century Latin American Poetry: An Anthology
NEW 861 FSG

This bilingual anthology features eighty-four authors from sixteen different countries writing in Spanish, Portuguese, Mapuche,
Nahuatl, Zapotec, Ladino, and Spanglish.

The Oxford Book of Latin American Poetry
861.008 OXFORD

Presents a full range of multilingual poetries from Latin America, covering over 500 years of a poetic tradition as varied, robust,
and vividly imaginative as any in the world.

Sun, stone, and shadows: 20 great Mexican short stories
NEW 863 SUN

This anthology presents a collection of twenty tales of extraordinary quality, written by the finest Mexican authors.

1491: New Revelations of the Americas before Columbus
970.01 MANN

Describes how research has transformed myths, revealing that the American cultures were far older and more advanced than
previously known.

I, Rigoberta Menchu: an Indian woman in Guatemala
972.81 MENCHU

Rigoberta Menchu tells her story. She received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1992 for her efforts to end the oppression of indigenous
peoples in Guatemala.

Fidel and Che: A Revolutionary Friendship
972.91 REID-HENRY

In this study Reid-Henry makes the relationship between Fidel Castro and Che Guevara the central dynamic of each man's life
and of the revolution itself.

The last days of the Incas
985.02 MACQUARRIE

Drawing on both native and Spanish chronicles, MacQuarrie vividly describes the dramatic story of the conquest, with all its
savagery and suspense.

Buena Vista Social Club
DVD SPECIAL INTEREST

Documents guitarist Ry Cooder’s visit to Havana in 1998 to record a solo album by 72-year-old vocalist Ibrahim Ferrer.

Black in Latin America
DVD SPECIAL INTEREST

Black in Latin America is a new four-part PBS series about the African influence on Latin America.

The Bronze Screen

DVD SPECIAL INTEREST

From silent movies to urban gang films, stereotypes of the Greaser, the Lazy Mexican, the Latin Lover, and the Dark Lady, is
examined in this film.

Chicano Rock!: the sounds of East Los Angeles
DVD SPECIAL INTEREST

This documentary tells the story of generations of young Mexican-Americans who proudly expressed their identity through music.
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